Abstract: Lidar (Light detection and ranging) scanning has revolutionized our ability to locate geographic features on the earth’s surface, but there have been few studies that have addressed discovering caves using this technology. Almost all attempts to find caves using lidar imagery have focused on locating sinkholes that lead to underground cave systems. As archaeologists, our work in the Chiquibul Forest Reserve, a heavily forested area in western Belize, focuses on locating potential caves for investigation. Caves are an important part of Maya cultural heritage utilized by the ancient Maya people as ritual spaces. These sites contain large numbers of artifacts, architecture, and human remains, but are being looted at a rapid rate; therefore, our goal is to locate and investigate as many sites as possible during our field seasons. While some caves are entered via sinkholes, most are accessed via vertical cliff faces or are entered by dropping into small shafts. Using lidar-derived data, our goal was to locate and investigate not only sinkholes but other types of cave entrances using point cloud modeling. In this article, we describe our method for locating potential cave openings using local relief models that require only a working knowledge of relief visualization techniques. By using two pedestrian survey techniques, we confirmed a high rate of accuracy in locating cave entrances that varied in both size and morphology. Although 100% pedestrian survey coverage delivered the highest rate accuracy in cave detection, lidar image analyses proved to be expedient for meeting project goals when considering time and resource constraints.
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1. Introduction

The ancient Maya civilization (250 AD–950 AD) of Central America developed and adapted to a tropical jungle environment that is the second largest continuous expanse of tropical forest in the world next to the Amazon Basin [1]. For archaeologists, the heavily forested terrain and thick understory has long plagued pedestrian surveys designed to locate and identify anthropogenic features and settlement traces across the landscape, rendering such studies time consuming and costly. Because of these challenges, Mayanists have long sought to use high-altitude imaging to map archaeological sites and settlements, beginning with aerial surveys by Charles Lindbergh [2] and advancing to satellite imagery [3,4]. Satellite imagery revolutionized landscape archaeology in areas that were not heavily forested revealing structures, roads, and extensive landscape modifications, such as raised fields, terracing, and buried features, as well as natural large-scale remnant features that were difficult to detect with pedestrian survey [5,6]. This has not only afforded discovery, but allowed archaeologists to monitor changes over time including heritage destruction [7,8]. However, these surveys had less impact on archaeologists working in tree-covered areas because the satellite or aerial imagery could not penetrate the forest canopies to the earth’s surface. It is only with the advent of airborne light...
detection and range (lidar) technology that we are now able to look “through” the trees and see the ground below at high resolution [9–16].

Lidar scans are carried out with instruments fitted to aircraft that emit pulses of light. In heavily forested terrain, some light will bounce off the canopy and vegetation, and some will rebound from the earth’s surface (ground returns), such that physical models of the ground surface may be derived from those points. The returned data are then classified and displayed as 3D point clouds and can be further manipulated to create relief models of the earth’s surface known as bare earth models. This enables researchers to locate both anthropogenic and natural landscape features over large areas that can be scanned in only a few days. Originally employed on a small scale in Europe [17], lidar-derived models are quickly becoming one of archaeology’s most important tools.

While most archaeologists concern themselves with both unmodified landscapes and anthropogenic features, such as buildings, terraces, and roadways, cave archaeologists are most interested in subterranean spaces. Caves are archaeologically important because they are often sheltered or protected from wind, water, or other erosional or taphonomic processes, and contain a wealth of information due to their excellent preservation and deep stratigraphic deposits [18–20]. For archaeologists working in the Americas, cave sites are critical to understanding religious practices [21,22]. Among many ancient Amerindians, caves were thought of as sacred features of the landscape and the homes of powerful deities, an essential feature of ancient cosmologies. As such, they were sanctified places to conduct rituals. Among the ancient Maya, ritual cave use dates to as early as 1200 BC [23], and sites continue to be used today by traditional Maya peoples [24,25]. These underground spaces are not only of interest to archaeologists, but research in caves is germane to other fields such as climatology, hydrology, terrain analyses, and biological studies.

What exactly is a cave? Definitions are typically dependent on human interaction. For instance, in the Encyclopedia of Caves, they are described as “a natural opening in the Earth, large enough to admit a human being [26]. Similarly, in the Encyclopedia of Cave and Karst Science, the term is applied to “natural openings, usually in rocks, that are large enough for human entry.” [27]. This non-specific term has come to mean any cavity in the earth and ontologically they are holes. There are three basic types of holes [28]: superficial hollows dependent on surfaces (that can include rockshelters, shallow, and deep caves with single entrances), perforating tunnels through which a string can pass (caves with multiple entrances), and internal cavities like holes in Swiss cheese, which are dependent on three-dimensional objects and have no contact with the outside environment (that could include caves that are closed off either naturally or anthropogenically).

In remotely sensed data, it is not possible to locate caves, but rather researchers seek to locate cave openings. This creates a challenge because the openings come in many shapes and sizes, can be horizontal or vertically aligned, and may be occluded by rock outcroppings [29]. Attempts to locate these sites have employed airborne infrared thermal scanners to identify thermal variation around potential openings [30,31], while other endeavors used multispectral scans and electromagnetic sensors to distinguish possible anomalies associated with karstic features [32,33]. These techniques were hindered by coarse resolution or issues arising from variables such as vegetation cover or atmospheric processes.

Lidar imagery has proven more successful, but most research has focused on locating sinkholes using automated techniques [34–40]. Sinkholes, located in karstic landscapes, are closed depressions in the earth’s surface with internal drainage caused by subsurface dissolution of soluble bedrock [36]. Because they can be quite large, they are more easily viewed using remote sensing techniques. The impetus for most research in locating sinks is that these features may collapse as water tables drop, creating hazardous conditions and property damage. Few researchers have attempted to locate caves associated with sinkholes but there are some notable exceptions. For instance, Weishampel and his colleagues [38], investigating the karstic features in western Belize, were able to detect sinkholes and vertical shafts with diameters of over 5 m. However, this study omitted smaller shafts, and inflow and exsurgence systems, as well as horizontally accessed caves.
Yet, the caves of interest for archaeologists are often those with horizontal entrances that could be accessed without specialized equipment. While ancient people could build ladders or supply other means for entering vertical shafts, archaeological studies suggest that these were not the preferred venues for ritual activities [29]. Sinkholes can be quite deep and difficult to access, so typically, ancient people rarely used deep sinks; therefore, for archaeologists these locations are not necessarily desired targets. Sinkhole shafts are not only difficult to access, but they frequently contain “bad air” (high levels of CO₂), causing difficulty in breathing and rendering them potentially deadly. Additionally, for our purposes, many caves in Mesoamerica were host to large groups of ritual participants, and public access would have been a necessity in the ceremonial planning process, favoring horizontal entrances. While caves with smaller narrower openings were likely to have hosted rites that were smaller or more private with fewer participants, our research suggests that they would still have favored horizontal entrances with easier access.

Furthermore, for archaeologists, caves with smaller entrances are desirable targets because they are less likely to have been discovered by looters sustaining less damage to archaeological deposits and retaining a more complete artifact record. Typically, archaeological discovery of cave sites has depended on pedestrian survey or taking a “gumshoe” approach in which local people escort archaeologists to known sites. Once sites are discovered, they are by nature of their discovery disturbed simply by entry, whether by local people or researchers. In Mesoamerica, votive offerings left by ancient people in caves most often manifest as surface deposits that are particularly vulnerable to theft, looting, and vandalism. It is extremely rare for researchers to be the first to visit these sites. Therefore, artifact theft and movement, feature damage, and the disturbance of subsurface deposits is assumed in most cave contexts. Of the 82 caves in Belize investigated by the Belize Cave Research Project (BCRP), few had been spared by looters. There are only three known intact caves in western Belize: Actun Tunichil Muknal (Cave of the Crystal Sepulcher), discovered by geologist Tom Miller in 1989 and investigated by the Western Belize Regional Cave project in the mid-1990s [41,42]; Chechem Ha Cave (Poisonwood Water), a cave with a blocked entrance discovered by a local family who curated the site for tourist development [43]; and Ch’en Pi’x (Cave of the Awakening), a cave with a difficult entrance drop discovered by geologist Phillip Reeder and his crew [44].

There are a few ways that archaeologists can counteract this sort of heritage destruction. Public education is vital, but is a long-term process, whereas looting is occurring at a rapid rate as populations move into forested areas. Due to their remote locations, it would be difficult to protect even gated caves that could be easily broken into. Another complication is that many cave entrances are too large to be gated. Archaeological projects strive to record sites in their current conditions, but most caves must be considered “salvage” operations and we must acknowledge the incompleteness of the archaeological record [23]. Locating caves using lidar-derived models will potentially mitigate this problem by presenting an effective method for the discovery of sites so that they can be recorded, and research undertaken prior to looting.

In this paper, we present a methodology to locate potential caves sites by employing aerial lidar-derived point clouds. To analyze the lidar data, we use local relief models that require only a cursory knowledge of relief visualization techniques and no specialized skills in computer programming. We take a hybrid approach engaging both automation and manual evaluation, which has proved effective in discovering promising potentialities [29]. In our systematic study, we have been able to effectively predict locations of sink and horizontal cave entrances with fissure openings as small as 1 m in height. We begin by describing the area of our study’s concentration, proceed to illustrate typological categories of cave openings, illustrate our methodologies and testing protocols, and discuss our results.

Setting: Geology and Karstic Background

Our survey area surrounds the site of Las Cuevas, a small to medium-sized ancient Maya pilgrimage center [45], located in Belize, Central America (Figure 1). The site has been under
investment by the Las Cuevas Archaeological Reconnaissance (LCAR) project, directed by Holley Moyes, since 2011. The central site core consists of 26 structures organized on an east/west axis facing two plazas (Figure 2). The architectural features surround a dry sinkhole that leads to the entrance of an extensive cave system running beneath the buildings. Archaeologists know little about settlement surrounding pilgrimage centers in the archaeological record or their underlying economies; therefore, the current phase of the LCAR project seeks to better understand settlement patterns and ritual landscapes surrounding the site core [29]. Among the ancient Maya, ritual landscapes can include caves, mountains, and water features, but our study focuses on ritual cave sites and their surrounds, employing both lidar imagery and pedestrian survey to identity natural and cultural features. Although many caves were used by the ancient Maya, not all caves show evidence of human activity. Our research on ritual landscapes investigates why some caves were used and others were not by studying cave morphology, spatial patterning over the landscape, and proximity to surface sites. To do this, we look at both utilized and vacant cave sites; therefore, the goal of our survey work is to find all caves across the landscape, not just the ones that show evidence of ancient Maya ritual use.

The Las Cuevas site resides within the present-day Chiquibul Forest Reserve in western Belize near the southeastern extent of the Vaca Plateau (Figure 3), an area of protected land covered by tropical evergreen broadleaf forest [46] (Figure 4). Much of the Vaca Plateau falls within a geologic zone of Cretaceous limestone, with older Paleozoic layers found further west of the site and metamorphic and granitic material located within the Maya Mountains, 20 km to the north [46,47]. Covering more than 1000 km² [48], the Vaca Plateau extends east from Guatemala to the Maya Mountains, north to the boundary fault of the Belize River Valley, and south to the gorge of the Chiquibul River. Speleogenesis (cave origin and development) within the Vaca Plateau is associated with structural weaknesses in carbonate breccia derived from the Upper Cretaceous Campur Formation [49].
Figure 2. Map of Las Cuevas site illustrating cave system running beneath surface architecture (image courtesy of LCAR).

Figure 3. Regional map of Vaca Plateau illustrating location of Las Cuevas site and lidar coverage.
In the vicinity of Las Cuevas, prevalent karst features include expansive sinkholes (dolines), restricted shafts and fissures, inflow and exsurgence (outflow) caves, rock shelters, isolated phreatic caves formed by dissolution, and solution scarps (escarpments created by corrosional undercutting). Through-flowing trunk conduits produced by surface stream penetration are rare compared to the through-flowing trunk conduits produced by surface stream penetration are rare compared to the vertical, situated on sinkhole bottoms, hilltops, and the sides of residual hillslopes [51,52]. Shelter caves and shallow rock shelters are most common in association with solution scarps or at the bases of residual hill slopes. Likewise, inflow and exsurgence caves appear at the margin between hill slopes and valley bottoms, where stream flow has penetrated the limestone. Some morphologically complex systems exhibit a combination of entrance types, illustrating the evolution of the formation processes.

Previous research indicates that many of the cave entrances detected within the Vaca Plateau are vertical, situated on sinkhole bottoms, hilltops, and the sides of residual hillslopes [51,52]. Shelter caves and shallow rock shelters are most common in association with solution scarps or at the bases of residual hill slopes. Likewise, inflow and exsurgence caves appear at the margin between hill slopes and valley bottoms, where stream flow has penetrated the limestone. Some morphologically complex systems exhibit a combination of entrance types, illustrating the evolution of the formation processes.

The goal of our project is to locate not only sinkholes and vertical drops, but horizontal entrances as well. Caves with exclusively horizontal access occur mainly on side slopes at elevations of 50–150 m above existing dry valley bottoms. For our purposes, we classified cave entrances by size and morphology [29]. Horizontal entrances are large (>5 m in width and over 2 m in height), medium (1–5 m in width and 1–2 m in height), small (<1 m in width and >1 m in height), and fissures (<1 m in height with varying width) (Figure 5). Vertical entrances necessitate down climbs or technical drops. They come in a variety of forms (cylindrical, conical, bowl, or pan-shaped) and can be quite small or may measure hundreds of meters across and tens of meters in depth [53,54], may contain water or be filled in with sediment. Sinkholes and shafts were classified by the maximum width of the diameter of the opening as small manhole-like entrances (<1–5 m), medium (<5–10 m), and large (<10 m). Sinkholes containing horizontal cave entrances at their base were noted.
2. Methods

The Las Cuevas regional dataset was obtained in spring 2013 through the Western Belize lidar Consortium initiative, representing a cooperative effort between multiple archaeologists working within the country. The collection area covered approximately 1057 km$^2$ in western Belize, including much of the Belize River Valley and Vaca Plateau. Lidar acquisition was performed by the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) over fourteen successive flights. An Optech Gemini Airborne Laser Terrain Mapper (ALTM, manufacturer, city, state abbreviation if in US or Canada, country) capable of 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 in) vertical accuracy was mounted on a Cessna 337 Skymaster aircraft and flown at an altitude of 600 m above ground level with a ground speed of 60 m/s. The 325 survey lines were 137 m apart, resulting in a 300 percent swath overlap. The laser had a pulse rate of 125 kHz, a scan frequency of 55 Hz, and a scan angle of 18 degrees, resulting in a density of 15 points per square meter averaged throughout the entire area of interest [11,12]. Within the Las Cuevas lidar set, ground point returns ranged from 0.1 to 10 points per square meter based on associated canopy density and topography (Figure 6). Higher ground point returns were correlated with steep slopes, ridge tops, and modern infrastructure, while lower returns were found in low-lying bajo areas with thicker middle-level vegetation.

Point clouds were created from arrays of reflected light pulses emitted from the ALTM. In addition to flat or gently undulating terrain, vertical or steeply sloped terrain was captured within certain limits due to the scan angle (Figure 7). The entire point cloud represented the totality of pulse returns from upper canopy, understory, objects, and ground. The ground returns were classified by NCALM with automated methods utilizing TerraSolid Software and rendered to produce bare earth digital elevation models (DEMs) for further analysis of the natural and anthropogenic features.
Figure 6. Map illustrating the density of LiDAR ground point returns correlated with topography.

Figure 7. Schematic of lidar pulse angles (image by Shane Montgomery).
Data derived from lidar scanning, on the most basic level, contains X-, Y-, and Z-coordinates. Lidar data can be stored in a number of different formats, such as ASCII (text), binary, and LASeR (LAS) format. LAS format has been endorsed by the ASPRS (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) [55] and was utilized for the Western Belize Lidar Consortium data. In addition to the spatial coordinates, the LAS files contained point classification, pulse intensity, RGB value, return number, scan angle, and overlap points. Once the lidar-derived DEM was created from this information, other relief visualizations and surface models were generated focusing on the detection of potential cave features.

Numerous raster data visualization techniques exist for the illumination of small-scale positive and negative relief features [56], including hillshade [57], sky-view factor [58], openness [59], local dominance [60], and local relief modeling (LRM). Each technique possesses strengths and weaknesses when applied to the task of remote cave detection. Hillshading has been widely utilized by archaeologists and other researchers for landscape recreations across diverse topographic settings. However, one disadvantage inherent within hillshading relates to its single illumination source, which can obscure individual features in shadow. Furthermore, hillshading is produced through cosine values based on the illumination and angle of the relief surface; the technique does not classify topographic change based on immediate variation and often oversaturates areas facing directly towards or away from the illumination source. Detection of these subtle elevation differences represents a crucial step in the documentation of all potential cave features across a given landscape.

After experimentation with multiple techniques, the project selected LRM for its ability to highlight both positive and negative anomalies in relation to the generalized landscape [56]. The method, when properly utilized, extracts human modifications and potential cave features on the immediate level and provides effective understanding of the associations between prehistoric constructions and ritual cave spaces. Although automated algorithms have been used to streamline sinkhole detection [37,61], manual methods are best employed in local relief modeling when attempting identification of the range of karstic features across a given landscape. Manual detection of potential cave features offers the user the ability to discern illusive entrance types (i.e., horizontal and inflow/exsurgence caves) not readily captured by automated methods. Additionally, natural landforms displaying concave characteristics, such as restricted valley bottoms, appear as negative relief and would require purging before additional analyses [62].

Detection of potential cave entrances was conducted primarily through ArcMap and LP360. Raster creation and editing was performed within ArcMap version 10.3, while LP360 was used to visualize point clouds in profile and 3D views [29] An initial local relief model was created within ArcMap using the LRM Toolbox [63]; the LRM Toolbox ran the lidar-derived DEM through eight processing steps designed to extract minor variations in elevation based on overall trends within the larger surrounding landscape (Figure 8). A circular neighborhood radius of 25 m was established for the kernel standard size based on the presumed maximum extent of possible sinkhole openings within the Vaca Plateau [48]; this kernel size has been utilized in previous landscape modeling research on similar gradually sloping terrain with positive results [56,62].

Once initial processing was complete, the 222 km² Las Cuevas LRM was draped over a slope model produced from the original lidar-derived DEM and divided into 500 m × 500 m tiles to correspond with the LAS point cloud grid size previously established by NCALM. Alphanumeric designations were given to each grid tile to provide a unique identification number to each remotely detected cave entrance or karstic feature. Negative topographic anomalies were identified within each grid through LRM index value analysis and then compared to the existing hillshade layer provided by NCALM. Spatial and morphological characteristics of potential cave entrances were explored through a combination of manual visualization of point cloud data within LP360 and semi-automated LRM analysis within ArcMap. Features of interest were examined in profile (Figure 9) and 3D views of all points classified as ground returns in order to generate data on entrance width/height and maximum depth. Identified negative anomalies were classified based on morphology (horizontally or vertically
accessed) and topographic setting (i.e., slope, valley, hill top). These potential cave entrances were then plotted onto the existing slope model for further analysis and uploaded to handheld GPS devices for field verification.

![Local Relief Model Workflow](image)

Figure 8. LRM Workflow Chart: (a) original 1-m DEM of Las Cuevas, (b) split image of original DEM and smoothed DEM, (c) difference of smoothed and original DEM, (d) creation of contour lines, (e) contours converted to elevation points, (f) Triangulated irregular network (TIN) created from elevation points, (g) Digital terrain model (DTM) generated from TIN, (h) LRM created from subtraction of DTM from original DEM, and (i) split image of original DEM and LRM.

Analysis of Remotely Detected Cave Entrances

Research conducted on our lidar coverage [29] identified 377 remotely sensed cave entrances within the 222 km² zone encapsulating a significant portion of the southeastern Vaca Plateau. Due to the size of the data set, we chose to narrow the project’s focus to a 95.25 km² region representing the maximum extent of the prehistoric settlement zone of Las Cuevas. The updated study area contained approximately 42% (n = 157) of all formerly identified remotely sensed cave entrances (Figure 10).

Analyses of the lidar data suggested that closed depression sinkholes were the most commonly encountered cave entrance type within the sample, accounting for 66% (n = 104) of all remotely detected features. The morphology of these sinkholes was easily visualized in cross-section, with multiple returns located below the presumed ground level. Vertical shafts with openings less than one meter were rare throughout the study area (n = 3; 3%) and over half of the lidar-detected sinkholes displayed small openings between 1.1–5 m (n = 55; 53%) (Figure 11a). Medium-sized sinkholes with openings between 5.1–10 m comprised 31.7% of the closed depressions (n = 33). Sinkholes with diameters exceeding 10 m were infrequently encountered within the Las Cuevas study area, consisting of 12.5% (n = 13) of the doline features. Sinkhole depths ranged from 1.3–30 m, with an average negative relief
of 5.7 m. The Las Cuevas central site core is built around a large sinkhole that measures 85 m with a depth ranging from 13–15 m. The cave entrance is 9 m in height and can be observed in profiles view in the lidar imagery (Figure 11b). The second largest sinkhole in the Las Cuevas region, Actun P’ook, measures 60 m across, and along with Las Cuevas is considered an outlier in this portion of the Vaca Plateau (Figure 12).

These potential cave entrances were then plotted onto the existing slope model for further analysis and uploaded to handheld GPS devices for field verification.

Figure 9. Point cloud profile images of four horizontal cave entrances rendered in LP360: (a) large entrance, Bird Tower Cave; (b) medium-sized entrance, Eduardo Quiroz Cave; (c) small entrance, Actun Uo (Uo Frog Cave); and (d) fissure entrance, Actun Z’uhuy Ch’en (Untouched Cave).
Horizontally accessed caves accounted for 28% (n = 44) of the remotely detected features. Caves of this type were less obvious when viewed in cross-section compared to the more common sinkhole features, and care was taken to differentiate between cliff faces and genuine horizontal entrances. In profile, sheer cliffs retained ground points and were associated with slopes angling away from the exposure. By contrast, potential horizontally accessed caves lacked ground returns in the void between the entrance ceiling and base. Furthermore, many examples displayed sloped areas angling towards the entrance, indicating movement of colluvial soils into the cave opening. Estimated entrance heights ranged from 1.8 to 16.6 m, with an average clearance of 4.7 m. Excluding one previously known cave (Z’uhuy Ch’en or Pure Cave) with a fissure entrance less than 1 m in height, no other horizontally accessed fissure entrances were detected within the study area. Fourteen caves classified with horizontal access (31.8%) display estimated entrance heights of less than 3 m; an additional 15 horizontally accessed caves (34.1%) featured clearances between 3.3 and 5 m. The remaining 15 entrances within the classification measure between 5.3–16.6 m in height. Within the sample, horizontal width ranged between 1.2 and 17.5 m. The remaining remotely sensed features consisted of caves associated with drainage inflows and exsurgences (Figure 13). Eight inflow caves were identified within the Las Cuevas study area, all displaying horizontally accessed entrances. A majority of these entrances (n = 6; 75%) were small to medium in height and opening, with only two examples exceeding 5 m tall and 4.5 m in width. A single exsurgence cave was detected on an unnamed tributary of the Monkey Tail Branch, displaying a 5.5-m-wide opening and an estimated entrance of 12.6 m. No through-flowing trunk conduits were identified within the study area.

**Figure 10.** Map of pedestrian survey area for 2017/2018 field seasons. Green tiles indicate area systematically surveyed.
Figure 11. Photo of small shaft opening (a). (Matt Oliphant pictured in opening (top), Photo courtesy of LCAR), (b) and lidar point cloud in profile using LP360.
Horizontally accessed caves accounted for 28% (n = 44) of the remotely detected features. Caves of this type were less obvious when viewed in cross-section compared to the more common sinkhole features, and care was taken to differentiate between cliff faces and genuine horizontal entrances.

In profile, sheer cliffs retained ground points and were associated with slopes angling away from the exposure. By contrast, potential horizontally accessed caves lacked ground returns in the void between the entrance ceiling and base. Furthermore, many examples displayed sloped areas angling towards the entrance, indicating movement of colluvial soils into the cave opening. Estimated entrance heights ranged from 1.8 to 16.6 m, with an average clearance of 4.7 m. Excluding one

Figure 12. Las Cuevas surface site and sink hole: (a) point cloud of cave and sinkhole viewed from the north using LP360, (b) 3D image of sinkhole and surface structures (LP360), (c) photo of large Las Cuevas cave entrance (courtesy of LCAR).

Analysis of the topographic setting of all remotely detected cave entrances within the study area indicated that a majority of all features occur on hill slopes (n = 57, 42.7%), with a lower percentage (n = 55, 35%) situated within flat or gently undulating valleys. Potential cave entrances were less common along slope bases (n = 21, 13.4%) and within larger shallow depressions (n = 6, 3.8%). Seven remotely detected cave entrances (4.5%), exclusively minor sinkhole features, had been incorporated into ancient Maya agricultural terracing. Only one karstic feature, Actun P’ook,
was located at the apex of a ridge. The distribution of karstic features within the Las Cuevas region illustrates the diverse formation of cave systems within this portion of the Vaca Plateau.

![Lidar image showing drainage inflow indicating the presence of a cave entrance (Actun P'ook or Sombrero Cave).](image)

**Figure 13.** Lidar image showing drainage inflow indicating the presence of a cave entrance (Actun P'ook or Sombrero Cave).

Before our lidar survey, the project was aware of four known caves in the 95.25 km² survey area: the cave at Las Cuevas (large sink with horizontal entrance), Bird Tower Cave (large sink with horizontal entrance), K'in Kaba (large horizontal entrance with two openings), Zuhuy Ch'en (fissure entrance). The lidar images suggested that there were many more potential cave sites and possibly large cave systems in the project area. However, despite advanced technology, the accuracy and validity of remotely detected data remained in question, particularly regarding sub-surface features. We expected to find two types of errors: false positives (anomalies in the lidar images that resembled cave openings), and cave openings that went undetected in the lidar visualizations.

To test our findings, we used two methods of survey, each designed to uncover different types of errors and that would help to correlate features in the imagery and those on the ground. First, we directed an opportunistic survey (Survey 1) to verify select caves identified on the lidar. In this method, we directly visited potential cave openings based on the lidar imagery. This method would help to ferret out false positives and help us to calibrate our interpretations with real-world data. In Survey 2 we conducted a systematic pedestrian survey within 10 dispersed grids around theLas Cuevas site center. The grids were located in various terrains including bajos (low-lying swamps and low hills) (B11, F10, G08, M12), karstic ridges, hills, and valleys (C09, D09, F08, H09), and steep slopes (J08, I10). The aim of this method was to obtain total coverage of specified target areas to account for undetected openings, as well as false positives within the data set. This method was much more laborious and time consuming.

The systematic survey was completed over two six-week field seasons in the summers of 2017 and 2018 using two to three crews of three people each. The 95.25 km² survey area was divided into 381 contiguous 500 m × 500 m tiles. Each potential cave entrance previously detected through remote analysis was provided an identification number based on an alphanumeric grid system (i.e., A03_C01). Only caves with moderate to heavy ancient Maya usage were given names by our Maya in-country partners. Ten tiles, a combined 2.5 km² were selected for systematic pedestrian survey comprising 2.6% of the target area. The objective in tile selection was to survey a variety of micro-landscapes and
topographies (such as hilly or flat, boggy vs. dry) to determine the active factors influencing lidar detection within the project area. By selecting a subset of the data, it was then possible to cover 100% of the terrain within the tile, assuring that no karstic features escaped observation.

The logistical goal of the Las Cuevas survey was to inspect targeted areas in a methodical fashion to document the totality of natural and anthropogenic features in a dense, dynamic sub-tropical forest environment. Traditional survey methods often employed in more open landscapes proved non-viable in the thick rainforests of the Vaca Plateau. Instead, a method more suitable to the environment was used. Within ArcMap, a fishnet grid was created for each tile consisting of 50-m lattices aligned to the cardinal directions. The fishnet, along with the remotely detected cave point data, were uploaded to Garmin 64s GPS units for each survey crew. Survey crews cut through vegetation to create paths along the 50-m spaced transect, stopping at each vertex and radiating outward counterclockwise in a 25-m arc, providing total coverage between each point.

3. Results

Of the 152 cave openings revealed in our lidar imagery, 29 (19%) were visited opportunistically in Survey 1 (Table 1). Of these, 26 (86%) proved to be cave openings or sinks, though some represented multiple entrances to the same cave system. For instance, Actun Uo (Uo Frog Cave) had five entrances, all of which were detected on the lidar image. Survey 1 located three false positives as well, which included one sheer limestone face that contained no rock shelter area or shelter cave (E05_C05), one depressed interior drain with dirt slopes (A05_C03), and one area of dead trees and thick vegetative growth incorrectly identified as a small horizontally accessed cave (E05_C07). Out of ten predicted horizontally accessed sites, we located eight actual entrances on pedestrian survey. Therefore, 70% of the predicted horizontal entrances were confirmed.

| Table 1. Caves located in Survey 1 and Survey 2, and four previously known caves. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------|---------|---------|
| Cave Name                        | Cave_ID            | Cave_Type          | Size     | Max Width of Opening (m) | Max Sink Depth/Hor Ent Ht (m) | Topography | Verified | Artifacts Present | Present |
| Actun Uo                         | B03_C02           | Inflow_Drain       | Small    | 0.7                | 1                           | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| Actun Uo                         | B03_C01           | Inflow_Drain       | Small    | 1.2                | 2                           | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| Actun Uo Ent 1                   | A03_C01           | Hor Ent           | Large    | 5                  | 2.9                         | Depression | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Actun Uo Ent 2                   | A05_C02           | Hor Ent           | Medium   | 2.8                | 2                           | Depression | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Actun Uo Ent 3                   | B03_C03           | Hor Ent           | Large    | 7.8                | 7.4                         | Solution Scarp | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Actun P'ook Ent 1                | E05_C03           | Hor Ent           | Large    | 16                 | 6.5                         | Side Slope | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Actun P'ook Ent 2                | E05_C02           | Sink              | Large    | 60                 | 30                          | Hill Top    | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Actun P'ook Ent 3                | E05_C04           | Hor Ent           | Medium   | 4.4                | 8                           | Side Slope | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Actun P'ook Ent 4                | E05_C06           | Hor Inflow Drain  | Large    | 14.2               | 11.5                        | Slope Base | Yes      | Few                 |
| Actun Miesba                     | E05_C01           | Sink-Hor Ent      | Medium   | 11.9               | 10                          | Side Slope | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Actun Paal                       | E13_C01           | Hor Ent           | Medium   | 4.3                | 4                           | Side Slope | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Eduardo Quiroz                   | F13_C01           | Hor Ent           | Large    | 6                  | 7.4                         | Side Slope | Yes      | Yes                 |
| Dinosaur Egg Cave                | A06_C01           | Inflow_Drain      | Large    | 17                 | 8.7                         | Valley     | Yes      | Yes                 |
| NA                              | I07_C01           | Inflow_Drain      | Medium   | 2.8                | 2.2                         | Slope Base | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | K08_C02           | Inflow_Drain      | Small    | 1                  | 0.5                         | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | B03_C04           | Sink              | Large    | 11                 | 2.5                         | Side Slope | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | C03_C01           | Sink              | Large    | 17.5               | 7.2                         | Side Slope | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | G09_C02           | Sink              | Small    | 1.5                | 3.2                         | Side Slope | Yes      | Few                 |
| NA                              | H10_C01           | Sink              | Medium   | 6                  | 5.8                         | Side Slope | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | E09_C02           | Sink              | Medium   | 7.5                | 3                           | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | E10_C02           | Sink              | Medium   | 5.2                | 7.7                         | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | F09_C01           | Sink              | Small    | 4                  | 3.3                         | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | G09_C03           | Sink              | Medium   | 5.1                | 3.7                         | Depression | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | H17_C01           | Sink              | Large    | 11.1               | 4.5                         | Valley     | Yes      | Few                 |
| NA                              | H17_C02           | Sink              | Large    | 23                 | 4.3                         | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | I11_C01           | Sink              | Small    | 2.9                | 2.9                         | Valley     | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | K08_C01           | Hor Ent           | Medium   | 3.3                | 3.5                         | Slope Base | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | E05_C05           | Hor Ent           | Small    | 4.1                | 6.4                         | False Positive | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | E05_C07           | Hor Ent           | Small    | 3.6                | 2.5                         | False Positive | Yes      | No                  |
| NA                              | A05_C03           | Sink              | Large    | 25                 | 5.2                         | False Positive | Yes      | No                  |
Within our systematic Survey 2, 13 potential cave openings were found in 5 of the 10 tiles surveyed (B11, C09, D09, H09, J08). These consisted of medium to large-sized sinkholes (n = 11) and small constricted shafts (n = 2). Six caves within the tiles were not identified through remote sensing methods and were detected exclusively via pedestrian survey. These included three shallow sinkholes, one constricted shaft, one horizontally accessed cave, and one cave with a blocked entrance. Within the local relief model, the shallow sinks were largely indistinguishable from other minimal relief depressions across the project area, such as household reservoirs or chultuns (small underground storage areas carved into limestone bedrock). None of the three sinks exceeded two meters in depth. Similarly, the undetected shaft was situated within a slight depression ubiquitous throughout this portion of the Vaca Plateau. The actual shaft was obscured by a collection of palm fronds, further concealing the minor feature. The single horizontally accessed cave occurred in a clearing where massive hardwood trees had previously toppled, allowing sunlight into the lower near ground levels and leading to the growth of thick vines and grasses. Due to this thick low vegetation, few lidar points were able to penetrate to ground level, resulting in poor coverage. Finally, the blocked entrance, a small horizontally accessed cave, Actun Chichan (Small Cave), was almost completely infilled with limestone blocks and small boulders, giving no indication on the surface that would be remotely detectable. It is likely that the entrance was closed by the ancient Maya, though there were a few artifacts inside.

In areas in which our survey coverage was 100%, we found cave openings not detected in the lidar. This is the most common error reported by archaeologists when using lidar imagery to detect small low-lying structures (<2 m in height) in areas of dense low vegetation [29,64–67]. In other areas of Belize, notably the Belize River Valley, invasive Guinea grass and secondary-growth vegetation has limited the effectiveness of lidar in the identification of minor archaeological features [68]. In our survey area consisting primarily of high forest canopy, we were likely to encounter this error as a result of tree fall and rarely due to low-growth vegetation covering cave openings. False positives were few (n = 3) and were the result of steep slope angles or tree fall, but not correlated with vegetation types as reported in other archaeological studies [66,68–70]. Likewise, density of ground returns did not affect the overall detection of karstic features, even when potential sinkhole openings were denoted by a single anomalous return point. These findings indicate that within our survey area, only a small percentage...
of cave entrances will escape detection due to human-constructed blockages or vegetative cover (see Figure 6 which illustrates the relationship between detected cave entrances and point cloud densities).

4. Discussion

After two years of field research, 39 newly identified, remotely sensed cave openings were confirmed and an additional six caves were encountered through pedestrian survey, greatly increasing both the number of known sites in the greater Las Cuevas area. Prior to the 2017 field season, the project located and investigated only four caves in the immediate area: the cave at Las Cuevas, Z’uhuy Ch’en (Pure Cave), K’in Kaba (Birthday Cave), and Bird Tower. These were either known caves or had been found by pedestrian survey. All four of these sites were visible within the local relief models, including the fissure entrance associated with Z’uhuy Ch’en (see Figure 9). Working with the lidar imagery was instrumental in increasing the number of known sites from 4 to 45.

Combined, 25% of the 157 potential cave openings within the projected area were verified over two summer field sessions. The 39 confirmed cave entrances led to the identification of 15 fully or partially developed cave systems (37.5%). Actun Uo (Uo Frog Cave), Actun P’ook (Sombrero Cave), Eduardo Quiroz, Actun Paal (Child’s Cave), Actun Miesa (Nothing Cave), and one unnamed cave (C09-C02) had moderate to heavy prehistoric use (n = 6), and four others showed minimal use. Three of the remaining systems remain underexplored due to technical requirements (i.e., climbing gear) or bad air. Prehistoric use by the ancient Maya within smaller sinks and shafts was scant, often denoted by low quantities of ceramic material. The morphology of the features rendered them difficult to access without the aid of ropes or ladders, and organic matter and the lack of secondary entrances impeded ventilation in many of these systems. High levels of carbon dioxide were registered in chambers associated with these openings, which would have proven dangerous and potentially fatal to past populations attempting any prolonged ritual activities.

Although horizontally accessed caves were more difficult to detect, local relief modeling and ground-truthing revealed a strong correlation between remotely-sensed entrances and developed cave systems. Two caves in particular proved heavily utilized in prehistory. Actun Uo (Uo Frog Cave), located four kilometers southwest of Las Cuevas, featured three horizontal entrances, numerous chambers and passages, and a through-flowing subterranean stream. The cave was architecturally modified by the ancient Maya, who constructed multiple platforms, partitions, standing stone-altar complexes, and enclosed masonry rooms throughout the system. Eduardo Quiroz Cave, a previously identified system excavated more than half a century ago by A.H. Anderson and David Pendergast [71], was originally thought to be a new complex due to its incorrect plotting by the original researchers. We later identified the site using extant archaeological features.

Inflow and exsurgence caves occur rarely throughout the greater Las Cuevas area. Besides the previously mentioned inflow associated with Actun P’ook, four other cave entrances of this classification were authenticated. Nearly all were inaccessible due to water flow, collapse, or obstructions of organic material. A single example (Dinosaur Egg Cave), developed into a complex system of large chambers and tunnels following a series of initial constrictions.

5. Conclusions

Most research to date in cave detection utilizes algorithms that search for depressions in local landscape topography, but our hybrid methodology employs both automated and non-automated techniques to find not only sinks, but horizontal cave entrances as well. Using local relief modeling from lidar-derived images, our project was able to identify hundreds of potential cave openings in the Chiquibul Forest Reserve from large sinks to small fissures. We located a wide variety of cave entrances, both vertical and horizontal, ranging from small features that measured less than 1 m in height or diameter to much larger and more easily discovered openings.

In the heavily forested area of the Chiquibul Reserve in western Belize, pedestrian survey is inevitably slow and requires cutting trails and often negotiating rough karstic terrain. Guided by
lidar imagery, our search for cave openings during two six-week summer field seasons, increased our knowledge of confirmed caves in the project area from 4 to 14 sites that were used by the ancient Maya, and an additional 26 unused sites detected in the lidar imagery. We evaluated the accuracy of our lidar detection using two pedestrian survey methods.

Based on other surveys in areas with thick ground cover, the results of our systematic survey were as expected. Using this survey technique, we discovered six karstic features within the domain that were not detected in the lidar image analysis. This is a reminder that that pedestrian survey remains the most reliable method of obtaining the best survey coverage in forested areas. However, it is not the most efficient or cost-effective. Recall that of the 381 survey tiles created for the Las Cuevas surrounds, we were only able to complete 100% pedestrian survey coverage of 10 tiles during two summer field seasons. At this rate, it would take us 74 years to complete the survey!

The results of our opportunistic survey in which we targeted and visited caves detected on the lidar imagery, met with an 86% success rate with only 3 false positives, verifying 26 cave openings. This method proved to be expedient in meeting the project goals of locating and investigating unknown cave sites. We recognize that there will always be cave openings that lidar cannot detect due to intentional or unintentional entrance blockages or thick forest cover, but in terms of heritage preservation, if we are to locate unlooted or relatively intact cave sites in a timely manner, lidar imagery provides the most cost-effective and directly applicable method for detection, far superior to pedestrian survey alone.
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